2008 mercedes benz ml

The Mercedes-Benz M-Class should make a fine choice for shoppers desiring SUV versatility
along with the traditional Mercedes traits of quality, prestige and safety. With so many
premium-badged luxury SUVs available now, it's easy to forget that just 10 years ago
Mercedes-Benz was one of the first with its M-Class. The original, truck-based body-on-frame
M-Class was a strong seller for the brand, despite a number of early build quality issues related
to its new U. A few years ago the second-generation model debuted. Evidently realizing that
about the same number of people who actually use their home fitness machines use their SUVs
to go off-road, Mercedes gave the new ML officially now referred to as the M-Class a carlike
unit-body architecture and a revised suspension design that brought a more on-road-biased
personality to this premium sport-utility. In addition to improved handling and ride qualities, the
second-generation ML received more aggressive styling, higher-quality cabin fitments and new
engines. The M-Class rolls into with mostly detail changes that include a celebration of its 10th
birthday. There's also a new mainstream V8 this year. Found in the ML model, this
latest-generation 5. The advantage of the M-Class is that it offers what most folks typically buy
Mercedes-Benzes for: a vaultlike feeling of quality and luxury, visible prestige and
state-of-the-art safety. What it doesn't offer is a third-row seat. But one can always consider its
stablemate, the larger GL-Class, if the ability to carry up to seven passengers is a must. The ML
and CDI are identically equipped with inch wheels, a sunroof, TeleAid, dual-zone automatic
climate control, power front seats, maple wood interior trim and a CD player with an auxiliary
audio jack. To celebrate the ML's 10th birthday, there will be the ML Edition 10, which comes in
either black or white and features split-spoke wheels, tinted headlight and taillight bezels, a
two-tone leather interior with birch wood and aluminum accents, heated seats, a CD changer
and the obligatory "Edition 10" floor mats and exterior badges. The ML63 AMG features special
interior and exterior styling details, as well as a sport-tuned air suspension, inch wheels,
upgraded brakes, active headlights, corner-illuminating foglights and ultra-supportive sport
seats. For all but the ML63, there are many options, most grouped in expensive packages.
Feature highlights include an adjustable air suspension, park assist, adaptive cruise control,
adaptive xenon HID headlights, leather upholstery, a navigation system with a rearview camera,
a rear-seat entertainment system and a Harman Kardon Logic7 surround-sound audio system
with satellite radio. Upgraded front seats with driver memory, heated front and rear seats,
tri-zone climate control, a sunroof and a power liftgate are also available. A variety of engines
are available for the M-Class. Being a diesel, it provides better fuel mileage rated at 18 mpg city
and 24 mpg highway and range more than miles than a comparably sized gasoline engine. Note
that due to stricter emissions standards, the ML is unavailable in California-level emission
states. The ML has a 3. Offering brisk performance, the ML boasts a 5. That's enough to propel
this SUV from zero to 60 mph in just 4. All models are fitted with a seven-speed automatic
transmission and all-wheel drive. Maximum tow capacity when properly equipped is 5, pounds.
In government crash tests, the Mercedes-Benz M-Class posted perfect five-star scores in both
frontal- and side-impact testing. Although the Mercedes ML's steering is precise, it doesn't offer
much feedback and feels a little dead in the center. The brakes, however, offer a sure-footed
pedal and stop this SUV quickly. Despite some body roll, the near 5,pound, all-wheel-drive ML is
a predictable and stable handler. It offers a confident feel during inclement weather as well as
when negotiating twisty mountain roads on the way to the hiking or mountain biking trailhead.
Generous fillets of bird's eye maple wood and brushed aluminum trim lend the cabin a warm,
upscale ambiance. Large front cupholders and adequate storage cubbies come in handy on
road trips. Passenger room is especially impressive, as the ML affords rear-seat passengers
more than 39 inches of legroom -- nearly 6 inches greater than the RX offers. Folding down the
rear seat provides a maximum 72 cubic feet of cargo room, which is on the small side for the
segment. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Mercedes-Benz M-Class. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Regular V6 is short on low-end torque, no third-row seat option,
expensive for its segment, antiquated electronics interface. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP

Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class
sees additions to its standard and optional packages' features lists. Minimal visual changes
include newly standard chrome accents grille, door handles and exhaust tips that spice up the
looks of this year's ML. Last year's ML model has been replaced by the ML -- the number
change signifies a new 5. It provides 80 more horsepower than the ML's V8. The ML "Edition 10"
celebrates the 10th anniversary of the M-Class with special exterior and interior trim, as well as
a few more luxury features. Read more. Write a review See all 78 reviews. I have been owning
my ml since three years, miles on it. Actually it's an enjoyable suv, smooth, very powerful with a
good fuel consumption. I can say that the roads where i have been driving it are bad, but the ML
can easily deal with it. No real problem to share and great reability from this car. I really love it
and advice it to anyone who is searching for a good and solid suv. Read less. Great SUV, with
lots of comforts and toys. Solid road handling, good power. New brakes and new tires with
alignment. Check power steering leaks at control head and power steering pump. I recommend
no air suspension, as it's one less system to maintain. Update at k miles : After 4 years of
driving, still solid car, still happy with purchase. New brakes in , brake wear is normal and i'm
looking at my 2nd brake job likely within the next year. Tire wear is great, still plenty left on the
Pirelli Scorpion Verdes i put on in Major repair was an AC compressor failure. At around 90k
miles. I ordered this car with all available options. I find the nav system very accurate but data
entry is a pain. There have been zero defects, so my only expense has been to replace the tires
and 3 maintenance stops. An outstanding vehicle made in the USA! We have one without the
airmatic setup. Lightens the weight of the ML and eliminates any potential air springs issues in
the future. It has blazing acceleration - when launched, even at part throttle, it can feel like you
just got rear ended by a truck that forgot to stop. You'd have to see it to believe what cars it can
out accelerate on a regular basis. Has a solid yet comfortable ride. Has been very reliable so far.
It's also a very safe SUV with great crash test results. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the M-Class. Sign Up. Therefore the support
and the availability on parts for both vehicles should be relatively similar. At 6, cc 8 cylinders ,
Mercedes-Benz ML is equipped with a bigger engine. With that said, vehicle weight also plays
an important factor in acceleration. In wet, icy, snow, or gravel driving conditions,
Mercedes-Benz ML will offer significantly more control. With that said, do keep in mind that
many other factors such as speed and the wear on your tires can also have significant impact
on traction and control. Our goal is to help you find the parts you need for your automobile. We
work with thousands of vendors and suppliers of auto parts across North America. Whether if
you need single quantity or bulk quantity, we can always help you find the right parts at the best
prices. More Comparisons Alfa Romeo Spider. Read this guide to learn how. Diligence through
every step of the buying process will help you find a reliable used car and avoid any unpleasant
surprises. About Us Our goal is to help you find the parts you need for your automobile. Need
Help? We are always happy to help you Contact us. Search Data Studies. Used Cars.
Mercedes-Benz M-Class. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more
studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Location: Jacksonville, FL Location:
Gainesville, FL Get email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would
you like to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X. How many are for sale and
priced below market? Average Price. Least Expensive Color. Good times to buy. Mercedes-benz
M-class In Top Cities. Others also viewed these Models Used Mercedes-benz M-class By Trim.
Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this
search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and
Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:.
Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved
X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price
drops for the search? Subscribe No. Great Deal. Good Deal. Fair Deal. See my listings. Start
searching smarter now. Mercedes-Benz M-Class in Atlanta. Mercedes-Benz M-Class in Chicago.
Mercedes-Benz M-Class in Phoenix. Mercedes-Benz M-Class in Orlando. Chevrolet Suburban for
Sale. Chevrolet Tahoe for Sale. GMC Yukon for Sale. Since it appeared in as America's first
import-branded luxury SUV, the Mercedes-Benz M-class has suffered from a reputation as the
mom-mobile of lux-u-vees. This is in part because the ML was launched at a time when SUVs in
general were seen as soccer-mom chariots, with game-changing performance utes and
crossovers still years away. The minivan-like styling of the original ML didn't help, either. Try as
Mercedes did to butch up the thing over time-adding body kits, getting AMG into the picture in
with the ML55 AMG, and introducing the potent Vpowered ML in the M-class's reputation has
stuck like macaroni glued to a paper plate. Too bad, because the ML has actually grown into a
rather nice, somewhat sporting luxo-ute, especially in new-for ML array. Powered by the same 5.

Moreover, it represents reasonably decent value, with not only more performance but also more
standard features than in the hp V-6 ML and the ML it replaces. Sure you need those extra two
seats? In spite of its reputation, Mercedes claims that every model in the M-class lineup skews
male in terms of its buyers. Thus, to drive home the fact that this is supposedly a proven boy
car, Mercedes has given its new ML the AMG styling treatment, with chrome grille bars, chunky
front and rear clips, grommeted running boards, rectangular exhaust tips, and huge inch
five-spoke AMG wheels. The formerly optional sunroof has been thrown in for free. Inside, not
much has changed, save the inclusion of standard burled- walnut trim and heated front seats.
That's okay, since we'd rather pay for power over luxury, and to our delight, the ML errs on the
side of power. Compared with the old horse V-8 in the outgoing ML, the ML makes 26 percent
more power and 15 percent more torque, its numbers which should be familiar by now coming
in at horsepower at rpm and pound-feet of torque between and rpm. Thus endowed, we found
the ML to be seriously quick, hitting 60 from a standstill in 5. Our tester took feet to halt from 70
mph, seven more than the ML we tested in The ML mustered only 0. During our preview drive in
southern Idaho, the ML revealed its true nature as a fast, confident, poised highway cruiser in
which we could have spent all day without complaint. The interior is lovely, the seating position
is just right. The seats held us firmly in place, and between the compliant damping and excellent
wind-noise abatement, the ML was almost as quiet and serene as an S-class. We never
complain about more power, especially when it is accompanied by Mercedes-Benz luxury and
an attractive price. But still, we wonder if the new engine and the AMG drag will be enough to
keep interest in the ML high within the critical rich-dad demographic, especially as more
guys'-guy utes like the BMW X6 and the recently updated Porsche Cayenne continue to evolve
the art of the performance SUV. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's
Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans
and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Err on the Side of Power That's okay, since
we'd rather pay for power over luxury, and to our delight, the ML errs on the side of power. The
seats held us firmly in place, and between the compliant damping and excellent wind-noise
abatement, the ML was almost as quiet and serene as an S-class Is It Enough? If not, there's
always the wife. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Its optional adaptive-damping system gives drivers the
ability to optimize the ride based on driving environment. Its iPod interface is particularly
bewildering. Fuel economy is disappointing for a car with such an advanced power train. But its
optional--and expensive--cabin technology lets it down. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on
topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Mercedes-Benz engineers like to tell you
that the company's philosophy involves starting with an engine and building a car around it.
Based on the number of models that make use of the company's 5. Like its stable mates, the ML
also comes equipped with Benz's advanced seven-speed automatic transmission and some of
the less-than-advanced cabin tech that we have come to associate with the current generation
of Mercedes' base-level COMAND system. While we regularly note the availability of iPod
adapters on new cars, they are usually dealer installs, so we don't get the chance to test them
out in our review models a rare exception being the Scion xB , which comes with an iPod
adapter as standard. The first thing that we noticed after connecting our iPod was that, other
than the appearance of the Mercedes tristar logo on the player's display, nothing happened. Our
initial instinct was to look for some kind of virtual iPod interface on the car's in-dash LCD
display, which would give us a means of navigating our iPod library using the COMAND
system's hard buttons. Having searched in vain through the audio options, however, we
reverted to the manual to find that the iPod is accessed by pressing the AUX button. Instead, all
controls for the iPod are assigned to buttons on the steering wheel, with the multifunction
instrument-panel display nestled between the speedometer and the tach providing text
information on songs and artists. As we found in our review of the Mercedes-Benz E, the
instrument panel display on current-generation Benz models is often a far more useful system
than the in-dash COMAND system. Nevertheless, the iPod interface is far from intuitive. With an
iPod connected and AUX selected as a source, we had to press the steering wheel-mounted List
button until the main iPod menu showed up on the white-on-black display. Using the up and
down buttons on the left of the steering wheel, we could then cycle through the familiar
top-level iPod category menu songs, artists, albums, genres, shuffle, and so on using the arrow
buttons. To make a selection, we then had to use the Make Call telephone button on the
right-hand side of the steering wheel. All iPod information is shown in the multifunction display
in the instrument panel. We then had to revert back to arrow buttons on the left-hand side of the

wheel to search with our chosen category, and then back to the right-hand side to make a
selection using the phone button. When we went astray as we did quite often , we had to use the
Hang Up button below the Make Call button to back up one menu level. Not only did this
interface take a long time to learn, it is arguably no safer than making selections on an iPod
player itself, as it requires users to alternately use their left and right hands on the steering
wheel to make selections. We found the seats in the ML to be supportive to the point of being
firm: having driven from San Francisco to Los Angeles and back over the course of the past
three days, your correspondent still has a numb backside as of this writing. As we found in our
reviews of the GL, the ML, and the E Bluetec, the current-generation GPS navigation system
from Mercedes-Benz comes up short in comparison to that of other premium automakers. Aside
from its awkwardly low positioning, the COMAND display delivers blocky maps, which lack the
crispness of many other systems on the market. Destination entry requires a fiddly joystick,
which must be used to input letters one at a time. The joystick has the inclination to either tip
over when attempting to make a letter selection or it fails to register a selection, requiring
drivers to push it in multiple times. However, one incident with the navigation system merits a
mention. Having entered our restaurant request, we got a list of eateries that met our
requirements, including a La Salsa restaurant in Los Banos, some 15 miles off the freeway. It
was a considerable detour, we figured, but a worthwhile and well-deserved break from hours
behind the wheel. With the destination set, we followed the turn-by-turn directions to find--to
our considerable disappointment--that not only was there no Mexican restaurant at the
destination, we were also in the middle of a residential estate, suggesting that there had never
been a restaurant there in the first place. Hungry and dejected, we got back on the freeway and
stopped at the next Carl's Jr. With an MP3 disc playing, we could select between folders and
songs by using the joystick, the hard buttons to the sides of the display, or the steering
wheel-mounted buttons. Full ID3 tag information for digital audio files shows up on both the
in-dash display and the multifunction display in front of the steering wheel. Audio quality via the
ML's watt Harman Kardon speaker surround-sound system is crisp and clear with a strong bass
note, courtesy of a separate subwoofer and a good acoustic range. Also part of the Premium III
package, our car came optioned up with Sirius satellite radio, which, like the iPod interface, we
found to be somewhat problematic to program. While it is easy to use the steering wheel arrow
buttons to skip between songs within a certain category such as new country, prime country,
and outlaw country in the country category , it does not seem to be possible to change
categories without digging down to the relevant menu using the dash-mounted COMAND
module, and only then by pushing the joystick to the side while in the Sirius satellite radio
screen. The rear-seat system supports DVDs, CDs, and MP3s--inserted in a disc slot beneath
the right-hand rear passenger's legs--and comes with two wireless headsets and a dedicated
remote control. Under the hood While the ML is more than pounds heavier than the S and the
CL, the horsepower all-aluminum V-8 still manages to endow it with breathtaking pick-up,
particularly when using the Touch Shift controls mounted on the back of the steering wheel.
Mercedes says that the ML will haul itself from standing to 60 in less than seven seconds--a
claim that we were willing to believe after only a few seconds behind the wheel. It may not be in
the same performance league as the Porsche Cayenne Turbo , but the ML displays the throttle
response and all-around driving dynamics that belie its ride height. Other performance notables
on the ML include the Airmatic Semi-Active Air Suspension with Adaptive Damping System,
which, in addition to automatically adjusting the suspension damping to the ride conditions,
enables drivers to select one of three suspension settings: auto, comfort, and sport. Using a
scientific, made-for-SUV testing methodology, we found there to be a significant difference
between sport and comfort: in sport mode, we were unable to drink our very full cup of coffee
without the drink spilling out over the cup every time we hit a bump in the road. In comfort
mode, this problem was significantly reduced, and we managed to get through our do
wheel horse mowers
acura zdx discontinued
1995 chevy cavalier parts
uble mochaccino without it going cold. Like all modern Mercedes SUVs, the ML comes with the
4Matic all-wheel drive system, which ensures a split between the front and rear wheels. And for
those few who want to take it off the road, a button on the central console recalibrates the
traction system, brakes, and transmission for optimal schlepping. Despite having one of the
most advanced drivetrains on the market, the ML delivered disappointing gas mileage: in our
week with the car, we covered more than miles in predominantly freeway driving, observing an
average fuel economy of The Mercedes-Benz ML deserves the moniker of sport utility vehicle:
its gutsy on-road performance and off-road credibility make it a versatile ride. It is let down,

however, by some poorly integrated and expensive optional cabin technology and a
less-than-economical fuel economy. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 7. Performance
tech 9. Design 7. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Discuss Mercedes-Benz ML

